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 [Chords Used]

        E   A4 C#M  B  Abm
e|------0---0---4---2---4---------------------------------------|
B|------0---0---5---2---4---------------------------------------|
G|------1---2---6---4---4---------------------------------------|
D|------2---2---6---4---6---------------------------------------|
A|------2---0---4---2---6---------------------------------------|
E|------0---0---4---2---4---------------------------------------|

[Intro]
E A4

[Verse 1]
E                                                      A4
If life s a puzzle there s a piece for the night we met
                                       E
Next to the one where you drove me home
                                                     A4
If life s a puzzle there s a piece for our first kiss

And it s connected to a summer song

[Pre-Chorus]
C#M                         B
And nothing else fit baby before this
A4
Love was a struggle (love was a struggle)
C#M                   B          A4
So all I know is baby that if this life s a puzzle

[Chorus 1]
E                                     A4
You are the edges, you re holding all of me together
E                            A4
You are the edges making the bigger picture better
C#M                      Abm
Before you I didn t know where to start
A4                             B
You rounded up the pieces of a broken heart
C#M                         Abm                        A4
Might take a little time to figure out what the rest is
N.C.          E                  A4
But you are the edges, you are the edges

[Verse 2]



E                                                     A4
If life s a puzzle there s a piece for our first fight
                                       E
It s bright red and it fits just right

Next to the one shaped like sorry
A4
On a long ride home from a birthday party

[Pre-Chorus]
C#M                         B
And nothing else fit baby before this
A4
Love was a struggle (love was a struggle)
C#M                   B          A4
So all I know is baby that if this life s a puzzle

[Chorus 1]
E                  A4
You are the edges, you re holding all of me together
E                 A4
You are the edges making the bigger picture better
C#M                         Abm
Before you I didn t know where to start
A4                             B
You rounded up the pieces of a broken heart
C#M                         Abm                     A4
Might take a little time to figure out what the rest is
C#M                  B                A4
But you are the edges, you are the edges
C#M           B         A4
You are the edges, oh-ohh

[Bridge]
E                                  A4
You are the edges where everything ends and it begins
            E                     A4
You are the edges and we re gonna fill this whole thing in
N.C.
Yeah

[Chorus 2]
C#M                         Abm
Before you I didn t know where to start
A4                             B
You rounded up the pieces of a broken heart
C#M                         Abm                     A4
Might take a little time to figure out what the rest is
E                                       A4              E              A4 
But you are the edges, you are the edges 


